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ANNEX 
 

RESULTS OF VOTES 

Abbreviations and symbols 

+ adopted 

- rejected 

↓ lapsed 

W withdrawn 

RCV (..., ..., ...) roll-call vote (for, against, abstentions) 

EV (..., ..., ...) electronic vote (for, against, abstentions) 

split split vote 

sep separate vote 

am amendment 

CA compromise amendment 

CP corresponding part 

D deleting amendment 

= identical amendments 

§ paragraph 

art article 

rec recital 

MOT motion for resolution 

JT MOT joint motion for a resolution 

SEC secret ballot 
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1. Authorisation for Austria to sign and ratify, and Malta to accede to, the 

Hague Convention of 15 November 1965 *** 

Recommendation: Viktor Uspaskich (A8-0018/2016) 

Subject RCV etc. Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Vote: consent RCV + 566, 14, 65 

 

 

 

2. EU-San Marino agreement on the automatic exchange of financial account 

information * 

Report: Cora van Nieuwenhuizen (A8-0025/2016) 

Subject RCV etc. Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

single vote RCV + 607, 22, 18 

 

 

3. Accession of Croatia to the Convention on the protection of the financial 

interests of the Union * 

Report: Tomáš Zdechovský (A8-0019/2016) 

Subject RCV etc. Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

single vote RCV + 599, 26, 26 

 

 

4. European network of Employment Services, workers' access to mobility 

services and the further integration of labour markets ***I 

Report: Heinz K. Becker (A8-0224/2015) 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Whole of text – Block 

No 1 

177PC committee  +  

Block No 2 1-176 committee  ↓  

After Article 13 181= 

183= 

EFDD, ENF RCV - 77, 567, 6 

Article 14 – § 1 – 

introductory part 

178 EFDD RCV - 62, 580, 6 

Article 14, § 1, point a 

(Article 17, § 1, point 

a in am 177) 

179S EFDD RCV - 56, 581, 9 

177PC committee  +  

Article 16 (Article 19 

in am 177) 

180S EFDD RCV - 58, 586, 5 

177PC committee  +  

After recital 13 182 ENF  -  

Vote: Commission proposal  +  

Vote: legislative resolution RCV + 576, 56, 21 

 

Requests for roll-call votes 

EFDD: Amendments 178, 179 180, 181 

ENF: Amendments 181, 183 
 

 

5. Introduction of emergency autonomous trade measures for Tunisia ***I 

Report: Marielle de Sarnez (A8-0013/2016) 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Proposal to reject the 

Commission proposal 

16 + 40 Members RCV - 114, 528, 9 

Amendments by the 

committee responsible 

– put to the vote 

collectively 

1-3 committee  +  

Article 1, § 1 13 + 40 Members EV - 175, 455, 17 

5= 

12= 

EFDD  

+ 40 Members 

RCV + 432, 176, 43 
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Article 2, § 1 6 EFDD  -  

Article 4, § 1 7= 

14= 

EFDD  

+ 40 Members 

RCV - 188, 434, 29 

Article 5, § 1 8 EFDD  -  

After Article 5 17 GUE/NGL  -  

4 committee  +  

Article 6, after § 1 9 EFDD  -  

Article 7, § 2 10 EFDD RCV - 92, 513, 47 

Recital 9 11= 

15= 

+ 40 Members  

PPE 

EV + 424, 191, 34 

Vote: Commission proposal RCV + 475, 126, 35 

Vote: legislative resolution RCV vote deferred  

(Article 61(2) of the Rules of 

Procedure) 

 

Requests for roll-call votes 

EFDD: Amendments 5, 7 10, 16 

ENF: Amendment 16, Commission proposal 
 

 

6. Mobilisation of the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund: application 

EGF/2015/007 BE/Hainaut Namur Glass 

Report: Tomáš Zdechovský (A8-0029/2016) (qualified majority + 3/5 of votes cast) 

Subject RCV etc. Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Vote: resolution (text as a whole) RCV + 558, 83, 4 

 

 

 

7. European Semester for economic policy coordination: Annual Growth 

Survey 2016  

Report: Maria João Rodrigues (A8-0030/2016) 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 1 6 ALDE RCV - 136, 469, 45 

§ original text sep +  

After § 1 4 Verts/ALE RCV - 148, 483, 17 

§ 2 25 GUE/NGL  -  

After § 2 5 Verts/ALE RCV - 91, 538, 18 

§ 3 26 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 5 27 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 7 § original text sep +  

After § 7 12 EFDD RCV - 160, 461, 23 

§ 8 7 ALDE RCV - 138, 481, 30 

28 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 9 § original text sep +  

§ 10 13 EFDD RCV - 68, 561, 22 

§ original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

3 +  

4 +  

After § 10 14 EFDD  -  

§ 11 15 EFDD RCV - 121, 496, 32 

§ 12 § original text sep +  

After § 13 29 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 15 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 16 8 ALDE RCV - 167, 460, 26 

16 EFDD RCV - 177, 442, 27 

30 GUE/NGL RCV - 148, 448, 41 

§ 18 31 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 19 § original text sep +  

§ 20 32 GUE/NGL  -  

After § 20 33 GUE/NGL RCV - 115, 475, 54 

§ 21 34 GUE/NGL  -  

9 ALDE RCV - 129, 495, 27 

§ original text split   

1 +  

2/RCV + 390, 205, 48 

After § 21 3 Verts/ALE RCV - 83, 506, 52 

§ 24 18 EFDD  -  

10 ALDE RCV - 120, 505, 19 

§ original text sep +  

§ 25 35 GUE/NGL  -  

After § 25 19 EFDD RCV - 123, 506, 21 

§ 26 § original text sep +  

After § 26 1 Verts/ALE RCV - 122, 509, 18 

2 Verts/ALE RCV - 78, 508, 57 

20 EFDD RCV - 94, 510, 39 

§ 27 11 ALDE  -  

§ original text split   

1 +  

2 +  
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 28 36 GUE/NGL  -  

§ original text split   

1/RCV + 457, 168, 24 

2/RCV + 463, 161, 9 

3/RCV + 462, 171, 7 

After § 28 21 EFDD RCV - 175, 464, 7 

§ 30 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 32 22 EFDD RCV - 159, 473, 16 

§ original text sep +  

Subtitle before § 33 37 GUE/NGL RCV - 118, 516, 13 

§ 33 38 GUE/NGL RCV - 111, 529, 8 

§ 34 39 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 35 § original text sep +  

§ 36 § original text sep +  

§ 37 40 GUE/NGL RCV - 161, 470, 18 

§ 38 § original text sep +  

§ 40 § original text sep +  

§ 43 § original text sep +  

§ 45 41 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 46 § original text sep +  

§ 47 § original text split   

1 +  

2/RCV + 508, 98, 47 
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 48 § original text sep +  

§ 51 § original text sep +  

Recital A 23 GUE/NGL  -  

After recital H 24 GUE/NGL  -  

Recital I § original text sep +  

Vote: resolution (text as a whole) RCV + 395, 203, 50 

 

Requests for roll-call votes 

GUE/NGL: Amendments 30, 33, 37, 38, 40 

EFDD: Amendments 12, 13, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22 

Verts/ALE: Amendments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

ALDE: Amendments 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 

ECR: §§21 (2nd parte), 47 (2nd part) 
 

Requests for separate votes 

GUE/NGL: §§ 1, 7, 9, 12, 19, 24, 26, 27, 32, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 43, 46, 47, 48, 51, recital I 

Verts/ALE: § 1 
 

Requests for split votes 

GUE/NGL: 

§ 10 

First part 'Is aware of the ongoing deleveraging process in the private sector; stresses that 

Europe’s investment rate is well below the pre-crisis period;' 

Second part 'points in this context to the importance of rapidly implementing the banking union 

and bank structural reform' 

Third part 'as well as the importance of boosting equity investments in SMEs thanks to a 

Capital Markets Union' 

Fourth part 'calls for maximum use of the EFSI and the COSME in order to improve SMEs’ 

access to finance;' 'considers that greater regulatory predictability in the Single 

Market would improve investors’ confidence;' 

 
§ 15 

First part 'Highlights the importance of greater resource and energy efficiency, including 

through the development of the circular economy;' 

Second part 'underlines the importance of developing further a true Energy Union based on 

solidarity, efficiency and diversity while not ignoring indigenous energy sources, 

including renewable energy; calls on the Commission to include these concerns in 

country-specific recommendations where they are most relevant for competitiveness 

and sustainable growth;' 
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§ 30 

First part 'Recalls that wage-setting is a matter of autonomous collective bargaining,' 

Second part 'and calls on relevant actors to ensure both responsible and growth-friendly wage 

developments that should reflect increases in productivity; in particular, calls on 

relevant actors in countries with current account deficits or near-balance to continue 

efforts at strengthening productivity and maintaining competitiveness; at the same 

time calls on relevant actors in high-surplus countries to use excess savings to 

support domestic demand and investment;' 

 
ECR: 

§ 21 

First part 'Insists on implementation of the Stability and Growth Pact,' 

Second part 'while making full use of its existing flexibility clauses, in line with the Commission 

communication of 13 January 2015 (COM(2015)0012), inter alia to support greater 

investment and structural reforms, as well as to deal with security threats and 

refugee inflows;' 

 
§ 47 

First part 'Reiterates the need for a fiscal framework that rewards development of sustainable 

policies and is in accordance with the ‘polluter pays’ principle, providing the right 

signals for investment in resource efficiency, the modernisation of production 

processes and the manufacturing of more reparable and durable products;' 

Second part 'reiterates the need to phase out environmentally harmful subsidies, including fossil 

fuels, and to shift taxes away from labour to environmental pollution;' 

 
Verts/ALE: 

§ 27 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'that for many Member States this implies 

pursuing growth-friendly fiscal consolidation; notes on the other hand;  

Second part those words 

 
§ 28 

First part Text as a whole excluding the word 'welcome' and 'is aware that some Member 

States’ current account surplus goes together with positive spillover effects across 

the value chain, which can benefit some other Member States in various ways;' 

Second part 'welcome' 

Third part 'is aware that some Member States’ current account surplus goes together with 

positive spillover effects across the value chain, which can benefit some other 

Member States in various ways;' 
 

Miscellaneous 

Amendment 17 had been withdrawn. 

João Pimenta Lopes (GUE/NGL) had withdrawn his signature from Amendment 25. 

Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL Group) had also signed Amendment 35. 
 

 

8. European Semester for economic policy coordination: employment and social 

aspects in the Annual Growth Survey 2016 

Report: Sofia Ribeiro (A8-0031/2016) 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 2 1 GUE/NGL  -  

§ original text sep +  

§ 3 § original text RCV + 448, 170, 22 

§ 6 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 14 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

3 +  

4 +  

5/RCV + 522, 103, 18 

§ 16 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 17 § original text vs/EV + 303, 272, 64 

§ 19 § original text RCV + 485, 116, 38 

§ 20 2 GUE/NGL  -  

§ original text split   

1 +  

2/RCV + 478, 136, 30 

§ 22 § original text split   

1 +  

2/EV - 198, 379, 68 

§ 25 § original text split   

1 +  
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

2 +  

§ 27 § original text sep +  

§ 29 § original text split   

1 +  

2/EV + 390, 235, 16 

§ 34 § original text sep +  

§ 39 § original text sep +  

§ 41 § original text split   

1/EV + 432, 210, 1 

2 -  

§ 42 § original text split   

1/RCV + 464, 174, 4 

2 +  

§ 43 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 52 § original text sep +  

§ 53 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 58 3 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 59 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 62 § original text RCV + 357, 245, 42 

§ 63 § original text RCV + 402, 180, 51 

§ 64 § original text split   

1/RCV + 469, 121, 46 

2/RCV + 443, 169, 11 

3/RCV + 456, 154, 26 

4/RCV + 510, 119, 5 

§ 69 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 70 § original text RCV + 450, 182, 2 

Recital A § original text split   

1 +  

2/EV + 458, 180, 0 

Recital I § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

Vote: resolution (text as a whole) RCV + 404, 201, 35 

 

Requests for roll-call votes 

EFDD: §§ 3, 14 (5th part), 20 (2nd part), 42 (1st part), 63, 64, 70 

ALDE: §§ 19, 64 (3rd part) 

S&D: § 62 
 

Requests for separate votes 

PPE: §§ 17, 41, 62 

GUE/NGL: §§ 2, 34, 39, 52, 63 

ALDE: §§ 27, 62 
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Requests for split votes 

EFDD: 

§ 16 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'efficient fiscal consolidation' 

Second part those words 

 
§ 20 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'Several Member States have pursued reforms, 

with positive effects visible for instance in increasing employment rates, but' 

Second part those words 

 
§ 42 

First part 'Welcomes the establishment of the EFSI in the first year of its implementation and 

its role of supporting the best projects at European level;' 

Second part 'calls on the Commission to ensure that the EFSI enables a better social and 

economic convergence of Member States and their regions within the EU and that all 

Member States make use of the possibility of accessing this fund in line with the 

objectives of cohesion policy; calls on the Commission to monitor and control 

investments under the EFSI; believes that a report should be published to audit and 

measure the economic and social impact of the investment concerned in real terms;' 

 
PPE: 

§ 22 

First part 'Welcomes the Commission´s initiative on investment in human capital with a view 

to restoring employment levels and sustainable growth, but is extremely worried at 

the fact that public expenditure on education has recorded a 3.2 % fall since 2010, 

with decreases in eleven Member States in the most recent year for which figures are 

available (2013);' 

Second part 'stresses that in order to be effective the reforms should focus on school curricula 

and the public sector;' 

 
GUE/NGL: 

Recital A 

First part 'whereas the unemployment rate has been slowly diminishing since the second half 

of 2013, but not significantly enough to curb unemployment and poverty, despite 

some supportive macroeconomic policies and structural reforms; whereas it 

nevertheless remains too high in many Member States, currently affecting 9.9 % of 

active citizens, i.e. 23 million Europeans, about half of them being long-term 

unemployed, with a figure over 10 % in the euro area, all this still being above the 

figures of 2008; whereas this highlights that it is essential to take into account 

specific microeconomic circumstances' 

Second part 'and the need for further socially just structural reforms, whose social impact should 

be assessed before they enter into force;' 

 
§ 6 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'in order to respond to demographic change in 

such a way as to better adapt Member States’ education and training systems to the 

needs of the labour market' 

Second part those words 
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§ 25 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'overall competitiveness, while also ensuring' 

and 'urges the Member States to cut administrative burdens in order to promote 

youth entrepreneurship;' 

Second part those words 

 
§ 43 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'or  human capital development or to enhance 

sustainable inclusive growth' 'both' and 'the expected social and economic outcomes 

of' 

Second part those words 

 
§ 59 

First part 'Calls on the Commission and the Member States to support intra-EU labour 

mobility throughout the Union, as a means of creating opportunities for both 

workers and companies;' 

Second part 'calls on the Member States to use and promote the European tools available to 

facilitate this labour mobility, especially the European jobs network EURES; in the 

case of cross-border regions where labour mobility is really high, encourages 

Member States to develop EURES cross-border partnerships in order to help 

workers in their mobility plans;' 

 
§ 69 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'in all phases of the Semester; in this sense' and 

'and the streamlined approach introduced by the AGS for 2015; points out, however, 

that in many Member States the situation remains weak at national level' 

Second part those words 

 
ALDE: 

§ 29 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'and to consider applying more favourable 

fiscal differentiation in line with the number of children in a household' 

Second part those words 

 
§ 41 

First part 'Underlines the high societal and economic value of investment in social protection, 

including social services;' 

Second part 'states that such social investment should be given more flexibility within the 

Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure, therefore encouraging Member States to 

invest in social services for positive social and economic development;' 

 
§ 53 

First part 'Is concerned at the fact that a job is no longer, by itself, a guarantee out of poverty 

or the best tool for ensuring social inclusion, with 12.7 % of working-age people 

suffering in-work poverty in 2014, an increase on 11 % in 2009; calls on the 

Commission to propose an integrated anti-poverty strategy for the EU, in order to 

tackle the multidimensionality of poverty for all groups, especially the most 

vulnerable ones, and promote integrated active inclusion, underpinned by the right to 

proper social protection;' 

Second part 'in this sense, reiterates its call on the Commission to propose an initiative to 

promote the introduction of minimum incomes in the Member States without 

breaching the principle of subsidiarity;' 
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Recital I 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'whereas such practices are based on the 

psychological stigma associated with unemployment, and employers may perceive 

older jobless applicants as being less competent and less hireable than employed 

individuals;' 

Second part those words 

 
EFDD, GUE/NGL, ALDE 

§ 14 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'Notes that the EU as a whole and many of its 

Member States continue to suffer from structural problems that need to be addressed 

urgently', 'is concerned at the social impact of those fiscal adjustment policies which 

focus on cutting expenditure, and', 'and socially and economically balanced 

structural reforms', 'and responsible fiscal consolidation (taking into account debt 

sustainability, the economic cycle and the investment gap)' 

Second part 'Notes that the EU as a whole and many of its Member States continue to suffer from 

structural problems that need to be addressed urgently;' 

Third part 'is concerned at the social impact of those fiscal adjustment policies which focus on 

cutting expenditure, and' 

Fourth part 'and socially and economically balanced structural reforms' 

fifth part 'and responsible fiscal consolidation (taking into account debt sustainability, the 

economic cycle and the investment gap)' 

 
GUE/NGL, ALDE 

§ 64 

First part Text as a whole excluding sub-points a, b and c 

Second part sub-point a 

Third part sub-point b 

Fourth part sub-point c 
 

 

9. Single Market governance within the European Semester 2016 

Report: Catherine Stihler (A8-0017/2016) 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 12 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 24 1 76+ Members RCV - 222, 370, 39 

§ 27 2 76+ Members RCV - 229, 353, 48 

§ 35 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 46 3 76+ Members RCV + 498, 94, 45 

§ original text RCV ↓  

§ 52 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

Vote: resolution (text as a whole) RCV + 462, 166, 7 

 

Requests for roll-call votes 

S&D: § 46, Amendment 3 

Verts/ALE: § 46, Amendments 1, 2, 3 
 

Requests for split votes 

ECR: 

§ 12 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'including employer organisations and trade 

unions' 

Second part those words 

 
§ 35 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'which should be realised in compliance with 

existing legal and consumer protection standards and with equal conditions for 

competition' 

Second part those words 

 
§ 52 

First part 'Is of the view that market surveillance authorities within the Single Market need to 

be strengthened, better connected and appropriately staffed in order to meet today’s 

challenges, in particular those regarding global competition; urges national market 

surveillance authorities to cooperate more closely and to exchange information and 

best practices to effectively tackle various forms of unfair competition in the Single 

Market, inter alia the high number of illegal and non-compliant products incurring 

high costs for complying businesses and posing a high risk for consumers, 

particularly the most vulnerable; is concerned by the length of time being taken by 

the Council of the European Union to adopt the Product Safety and Market 

Surveillance Package, which is jeopardising the safety of products in the EU;' 

Second part 'calls on the Council to adopt it immediately;' 
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10. Opening of negotiations for an EU-Tunisia Free Trade Agreement 

Motion for a resolution: B8-0255/2016 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Motion for a resolution B8-0255/2016  

(INTA committee) 

§ 2 12 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 3 § original text sep +  

§ 6 13 GUE/NGL  -  

After § 6 14 GUE/NGL  -  

After § 10 8 Verts/ALE  -  

15 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 11 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 13 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 16 4 S&D EV - 303, 311, 13 

16 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 17 5 S&D split   

1/EV + 317, 286, 16 

2 -  

After § 21 6 S&D  -  

§ 23 17 GUE/NGL  -  

§ original text split   

1 +  

2 +  
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 25 7 S&D EV - 297, 318, 19 

§ 29 1 EFDD  -  

After § 42 9 Verts/ALE split   

1 -  

2 ↓  

18 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 44 2 EFDD  -  

§ original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 46 3 EFDD RCV - 144, 467, 20 

§ 50 10 Verts/ALE  -  

§ 57 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 58 § original text sep +  

§ 59 § original text split   

1 +  

2/RCV + 545, 67, 20 

3 +  

After Recital M 11 GUE/NGL  -  

Vote: resolution (text as a whole) RCV + 479, 123, 31 

 

Requests for roll-call votes 

EFDD: Amendment 3 

ENF: § 59 (2nd part), final vote 
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Requests for separate votes 

ECR: § 58 

ENF: § 3 
 

Requests for split votes 

EFDD: 

§ 11 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'and asymmetrical' 

Second part those words 

 
§ 13 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'and asymmetrical' 

Second part those words 

 
S&D: 

§ 23 

First part 'Strongly encourages the Commission and the Tunisian Government to implement a 

clear and detailed process for involving Tunisian and European civil society 

throughout the negotiations, and to take an innovative approach to this issue; 'in that 

connection, declares itself satisfied with the role played by Tunisian civil society in 

the first round of negotiations, and calls for the consultation process to be open and 

transparent and to take greater account of the diversity of Tunisian civil society' 

Second part 'drawing on best practices employed in similar negotiations;' 

 
§ 44 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'the EU and Tunisia have everything to gain 

from better reciprocal access to their agricultural markets and that' 

Second part those words 

 
Amendment 9 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'substantial or procedural' 

Second part those words 

 
ECR: 

Amendment 5 

First part 'Calls, nevertheless, on the EU, as well as the Member States, the EIB and the 

EBRD, to continue to stand alongside the Tunisians and to step up aid and assistance 

programmes, including through the introduction of exceptional autonomous trade 

measures, to help Tunisia consolidate its democratic process; welcomes the 

establishment by some Member States of 'partnerships for the transformation' of 

Tunisia; calls on the EU to continue its programme to reduce regional inequalities in 

access to basic medical care in Tunisia;' 

Second part 'is disappointed, however, that the EU does not intend to propose measures to reduce 

part of the Tunisian debt, most of which was incurred under the former regime;' 

 
§ 57 

First part 'Calls on the Commission to include in the agreement the human rights clause' 

Second part 'on the strength of which the EU may suspend the agreement unilaterally should the 

other contracting party commit any breach of human rights;' 
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Verts/ALE, ENF: 

§ 59 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'a visa facilitation agreement and' and 'and a 

readmission agreement' 

Second part 'a visa facilitation agreement and' 

Third part 'a readmission agreement' 
 

 

 

11. Activities of the European Ombudsman in 2014 

Report: Soledad Cabezón Ruiz (A8-0020/2016) 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 5 1 Verts/ALE  +  

§ 7 4 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 10 5 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 11 6 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 17 7 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 22 8 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 23 9 GUE/NGL split   

1 -  

2 -  

§ 26 2 Verts/ALE  +  

After § 26 3 Verts/ALE  +  

§ 29 10D PPE EV - 231, 393, 4 

§ 31 11D PPE  -  

Vote: resolution (text as a whole) RCV + 526, 46, 55 
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Requests for split votes 

S&D: 

Amendment 9 

First part 'Calls on the Commission and the Member States to put an end to return flights, 

including those made by Frontex, and the entire policy of Joint Return Operations;' 

Second part 'welcomes the Ombudsman’s call on Frontex to establish an individual complaints 

mechanism for potential fundamental rights infringements with the most stringent 

legal guarantees possible; invites her to investigate this matter further in light of the 

current situation of increasing numbers of refugees at the borders of the EU and 

allegations against Frontex of human rights violations during operations to control 

the external borders of the Union;' 
 

 

12. European Central Bank Annual Report for 2014 

Report: Notis Marias (A8-0012/2016) 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 6 6S ENF  -  

§ original text split   

1 +  

2/EV + 315, 303, 4 

After § 7 1 Verts/ALE  -  

§ 8 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

After § 10 2 Verts/ALE  -  

§ 11 7 ENF  -  

After § 14 12 + 40 Members RCV - 224, 370, 36 

§ 15 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

3/EV + 321, 268, 29 

§ 18 § original text split   

1 +  
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

2/EV + 307, 292, 22 

§ 20 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 25, sub-§ 1 9 ECR  -  

After § 25 3 Verts/ALE  -  

After § 32 10 ECR RCV - 229, 387, 4 

§ 34 8 ENF  -  

11 S&D  -  

After recital C 4 ENF  -  

Recital D 5 ENF  -  

Vote: resolution (text as a whole) RCV + 400, 169, 59 

 

Requests for roll-call votes 

S&D: Amendment 12 

ECR: Amendment 10 
 

Requests for split votes 

Verts/ALE: 

§ 6 

First part 'Expects the ECB to contribute to the general economic policies in the Union and to 

the achievement of their objectives, pursuant to Article 282 TFEU' 

Second part 'provided its main task of price stability is not put in jeopardy;' 

 
§ 8 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'fiscal consolidation' 

Second part those words 

 
§ 18 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'without prejudice to its primary objective of 

maintaining price stability' 

Second part those words 

 
§ 20 

First part 'Welcomes the ECB's attempt to boost inflation to under but close to 2 %, since this 

can also contribute to the success of other EU policies and enhance competitiveness, 

economic growth and jobs in Europe, if implemented together with targeted 

investment, ambitious and socially balanced structural reforms' 

Second part 'and fiscal consolidation' 
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Verts/ALE, ECR: 

§ 15 

First part 'Urges those euro area Member States which are subject to a macroeconomic 

adjustment programme to act, pursuant to Article 7(9) of Regulation No 472/2013 of 

the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 May 2013 in order to carry out a 

comprehensive audit of their public finances so as, inter alia, to assess the reasons 

that led to the build-up of excessive levels of debt, as well as to track any possible 

irregularities;' 

Second part 'stresses that the aim of this audit should be to achieve a better understanding of past 

mistakes' 

Third part 'and not to start an ad hoc debt restructuring process that could reignite the debt 

crisis in some Member States;' 
 

 

13. Opening of FTA negotiations with Australia and New Zealand 

Motion for a resolution: B8-0250/2016 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Motion for a resolution B8-0250/2016  

(INTA committee) 

§ 5 8 GUE/NGL RCV - 135, 300, 180 

§ 6 9 GUE/NGL RCV - 101, 459, 55 

After § 6 2 ENF RCV - 70, 506, 43 

§ 8 1 S&D RCV + 479, 108, 28 

After § 8 3 ENF split   

1/RCV - 84, 490, 44 

2/RCV ↓  
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 9 10 GUE/NGL RCV - 157, 336, 119 

§ 11 11 GUE/NGL RCV - 151, 310, 156 

After § 11 12 GUE/NGL  -  

Recital A 4 GUE/NGL RCV - 123, 475, 18 

Recital G § original text sep +  

Recital H 5 GUE/NGL  -  

Recital K 6 GUE/NGL RCV - 150, 459, 9 

Recital M 7 GUE/NGL RCV - 105, 454, 50 

Vote: resolution (text as a whole) RCV + 479, 123, 17 

 

Requests for roll-call votes 

S&D: Amendment 1 

PPE: Amendments 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, final vote 

GUE/NGL: Amendments 7, 9 10, 11 

ENF: Amendments 2, 3, 4, final vote 
 

Requests for separate votes 

GUE/NGL: Recital G 
 

Requests for split votes 

ENF: 

Amendment 3 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words ‘and, where appropriate, exclude them from the 

negotiations’ 

Second part those words 
 

 

14. Introduction of compatible systems for the registration of pet animals across 

Member States 

Motions for resolutions: B8-0252/2016, B8-0253/2016, B8-0254/2016, B8-0256/2016, B8-0251/2016 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B8-0251/2016 (PPE, S&D, ECR, ALDE, GUE/NGL, Verts/ALE) 

After § 4 4 GUE/NGL  -  

After § 5 5 GUE/NGL  -  

After recital A 1 GUE/NGL  -  

After recital B 2 GUE/NGL  -  

After recital C 3 GUE/NGL  -  

Recital G § original text split   

1 +  

2/EV - 289, 310, 5 

Recital H § original text sep +  

Vote: resolution (text as a whole)  +  

Motions for resolutions by political groups 

B8-0251/2016  ALDE  ↓  

B8-0252/2016  S&D  ↓  

B8-0253/2016  GUE/NGL  ↓  

B8-0254/2016  PPE, ECR  ↓  

B8-0256/2016  EFDD  ↓  

 

Requests for separate votes 

ECR, S&D: Recital H 
 

Requests for split votes 

ALDE: 

Recital G 

First part Text as a whole excluding the words 'pan-European' 

Second part this word 
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15. Humanitarian situation in Yemen 

Motions for resolutions: B8-0147/2016, B8-0152/2016, B8-0153/2016, B8-0155/2016, B8-0158/2016, 
B8-0160/2016, B8-0151/2016 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Motion for a resolution tabled by a political group 

B8-0147/2016  ECR  -  

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B8-0151/2016  

(PPE, S&D, ALDE, GUE/NGL, Verts/ALE, EFDD) 

§ 2 3 PPE EV + 304, 285, 15 

§ 6 § original text RCV + 552, 31, 18 

After § 6 1 S&D, ALDE, 

Verts/ALE, 

EFDD, 

GUE/NGL 

RCV + 359, 212, 31 

Recital B 2 PPE EV + 434, 148, 19 

Recital N § original text split   

1/RCV + 556, 33, 14 

2/RCV + 353, 232, 23 

Vote: resolution (text as a whole) RCV + 449, 36, 78 

Motions for resolutions by political groups 

B8-0151/2016  GUE/NGL  ↓  

B8-0152/2016  Verts/ALE  ↓  

B8-0153/2016  ALDE  ↓  

B8-0155/2016  S&D  ↓  

B8-0158/2016  PPE  ↓  

B8-0160/2016  EFDD  ↓  

 

Requests for roll-call votes 

Verts/ALE: § 6, recital N, Amendment 1, final vote 

ALDE: recital N, Amendment 1 
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Requests for split votes 

PPE: 

recital N 

First part 'whereas some EU Member States have continued to authorise transfers of weapons 

and related items to Saudi Arabia since the war started;' 

Second part 'whereas such transfers are in violation of Common Position 2008/944/CFSP on 

arms export control, which explicitly rules out the authorising of arms licences by 

Member States if there is a clear risk that the military technology or equipment to be 

exported might be used to commit serious violations of international humanitarian 

law and to undermine regional peace, security and stability;' 
 

Miscellaneous 

Catherine Bearder (ALDE Group) had also signed joint motion for a resolution RC-B8-0151/2016. 

 


